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Nitrogen Cycle Ninja, A Teaching Exercise
William R. Raun,* Gordon V. Johnson, Jeffory A. Hattey, Shannon L. Taylor, and Heather L. Lees

Long-termstudent:"1":::Junderstandingorinror-
mation is the goal of virtually all teachers/instructors/profes-
sors. One exercise was evaluated for its effectiveness to
improve student retention of the nitrogeu (N) cycle. This was
conducted within a 3-h course entitled Soit-Plant Relationships
that had a mix of M.S. and Ph.D. students. The N cycle was
thoroughly discussed in class and students had prior knowl-
edge that this information could be requested on unannounced
quizzes. One week after this was discussed, an unannounced
quiz was given and students were asked to provide a complete
graphic N cycle. Prior to handing out the quiz, they were
informed that proper completion of this material would quali-
fy them as a Nitrogen Cycle Ninja (def: l: individual with con-
stant awareness and understanding ofN dynamics,2: warrior,
perpetually ready for battle, and pursuing truth of all concepts
as they relate to N in soil-plant systems) and they would
receive a card that euthenticated that achievement. Also, once
this information was adequately learned, they could use their
card (which had a miniature N cycle and list of all components)
on all subsequetrt exams. Non Ninja card holders would not
benelit from this privilege. Ninja status could only be achieved
on unan[outrced quizzes, a sign of constant awareness and
understanding of N dynamics. On the first quiz, only two stu-
dents received their Ninja card. By the second pop quiz on the
N cycle (given 14 d later), 16 of 17 students were certilied
Nitrogen Cycle Ninjas. An anonymous postclass student survey
found that most students were pleased with the exercise. Three
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months after the final exam, l1 students were given impromp-
tu visits and asked to provide the complete grophic N cycle, in
addition to all components discussed in class. Six of the l1 stu-
dents that werc retested would have retained their Ninja cards.
Students commented that similar approaches could be used for
other subject materials. Also, most students noted that the
exercise was fun, which increased their motivation to learn.

,TtHoRoucH rrNDERsrANDrNc of the N cycle provides rele-
I vant and useful information to professionals in academ-

ic, private, and public sectors. Failure to understand one or
more components of the N cycle can lead to misinterpreta-
tion of information as it relates to fate of mineral and organ-
ic N fertilizers. For graduate students in soil and crop sci-
ences, retention of the information included in N cycling in
plants and soils is critical, since N is the most limiting nutri-
ent for crop production worldwide.

Methods of improving retention of information have
been evaluated in virtually all scientific fields. Recent work
has focused on the differences associated with problem
solving approaches vs. subject matter approaches. Flowers
and Osborne (1988) noted that the problem solving ap-
proach is no more or less effective than the subject matter
approach as measured by student achievement, regardless of
the cognitive level of the questions. However, they further
noted that for high level cognitive items, the problem solv-
ing approach resulted in lower achievement loss. More
recent work by Boone (1990) indicated that the problem
solving approach to teaching increased the level ofstudent
retention of agricultural knowledge. This approach offered
the opportunity to solve real problems as a part of their
classroom instructions.
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Table l. Outline used to comprehensively address the N cycle for grad-
uate students in soil and crop sciences.

Orgmic matter
Addition

Symbiotic fixation
Nonsymbiotic fiHtion
Fertilizer

Organic
lnorganic

Removal
Volatiliation (fertilizer addition)
Minemlization

Aminization
Ammonification
Fixation (exchange)
Nitrification

Immobilization
Denitrification
Gmeou Plant N Loss
Leaching
Oxidation states ofN
C/N ratio ofthe organic matter
Soil-plant inorganic N buffering

Long-term student retention and understanding of infor-
mation is the goal of virtually all teachers/instructors/pro-
fessors. However, measuring long-term retention is difiicult
since students leave and are seldom revisited in a setting
where this can be evaluated. Holcomb et al. (1982) suggest-
ed that a 6-mo time interval represented a long-term reten-
tion measure. While 6 mo is better than 7 d, most instructors
would like to see retention approach yqrs.

The present study was stimulated by a presentation from
James (1995) in which innovative methods of teaching (use

of poetry in science) were discussed. The objectives of this
exercise were: (i) to improve retention of N cycle informa-
tion via a combined peer pressure-status approach that was
expected to increase participation (Nitrogen Cycle Ninja

member)
activity.

and (ii) to assess student response related to this

MATERIALS AND METHODS

One competitive peer pressure-stafus exercise was evalu-
ated to improve student retention of the N cycle. This exer-
cise was conducted within a 3-h course entitled Soil-Plant
Relationships that is taught primarily to M.S. and Ph.D. stu-
dents in soil, crop, and range sciences. Five, 50-min lectures
were used to completely discuss the N cycle. Prior to this,
three lectures addressed the composition of organic matter,
carbon (C)A{ ratios of diflerent organic materials, a brief
overview of the C cycle, factors affecting the decomposition
of organic matter, and microbial action on organic matter.
Once this was complete, the N cycle was discussed in what
was considered to be a logical sequence (Table l).
Supplemental text information conceming the N cycle was
derived from Alexander (1977) (chapters 15-19). Work by
Raun and Johnson (1995) and Johnson and Raun (1995) was
used for detailed discussion of N-cycle components related
to soilllant inorganic N buffering.

Once this was complete, students were informed that a
pop-quiz would be given in which they would be asked to
provide a detailed sketch of the N cycle. From class, an
improved version (previously developed in this class) of the
N cycle was distributed to all students that included the
influence of temperature, moisture, oxidation, and reduction
on N transformations (Fig. l). One week after this was dis-
cussed, an unannounced quiz was given and students were
asked to provide a comprehensive diagram ofthe N cycle.
Prior to handing out the quiz, they were informed that prop-
er completion of this material would qualiff them as a
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Fig. l. Graphic representation of the complete N cycle that was distributed to students involved in the Nitmgen Cycle Ninja exercise.
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Nitrogen Cycle Ninja and that they would be given a card
that authenticated that achievement. The card included their
name, a miniature N cycle on the front and a list of all com-
ponents that needed to be addressed for Ninja status on the
back (Fig. 2). The card was laminated and printed in color,
following adequate attention devoted to finding an appeal-
ing desigr. Once all required N cycle information was ade-
quately leamed, they could use their card on all subsequent

quizzes and hour exams. Non Ninja card holders would have

to continue answering the N-cycle test question from mem-

ory alone. Ninja status could only be achieved on unan-
nounced quizzes, a sign of constant aw€lreness and under-
standing of N dynamics. Each student was expected to be a
warrior, perpetually ready for battle and pursuing truth of all
concepts as they related to N in soil-plant systems.

Nitrogen Cycle Ninja
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Fig. 2. Nitrogen Cycle Ninja cards developed for students with a demonstrated compreheosive understanding of the N cycle. Top = Lro, of card.
Bottom = back of card.
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Table 2. Mean, range, and standard deviation values from a post class
survey given anonymously to students participating in the Nitrogen
Cycle Ninja exercise (scale 1-5, I = definitively yes, 5: definitively no).

4 and 5 clearly illustrate that not all students agreed with this
kind ofapproach (large standard deviation). Two of 17 stu-
dents ranked questions 4 and 5 with a score of3 or 4, even
though remaining students appeared to be pleased with the
Nitrogen Cycle Ninja exercise. However, it was interesting
to note that even those students who were apparently
opposed to the Nitrogen Cycle Ninja exercise (question 4)
must have considered this method worthy in another setting
since only I's and 2's were reported for question 6.
Instructors in general need to get used to the fact that it is
impossible to please all students; however, independent of
the instructor, if students are in agreement with the teaching
concept, learning will occur. The anonymous survey also
included two added questions that solicited written com-
ments that were either pro or con. Positive comments gener-
ally had one central theme, increased interest in subject mat-
ter led to increased motivation that ended up being fun.
Negative comments noted that this was not a motivational
tool (Table 2).

Three months after the final exam, several students were
given surprise visits (out ofclassroom settings) and asked to
provide the complete graphic N cycle again. Six of the ll
students that were retested would have retained their Ninja
status, based on the information they provided on an
impromptu basis.

The reasons we think this exercise was successful are
listed below.

l. Information from the N cycle had to be available at all
times since testing for Ninja status was only achieved
via performance on pop quizzes.

2. Students applied peer pressure on one another to ob-
tain the Ninja card, since no one wanted to be left behind.

3. Those students who obtained their Ninja cards could
use the information printed on the card on either
quizzes or exams which other students who did not
have Ninja status noticed.

4. Continued testing took place until all students
acquired Ninja status. No one wanted to be last.

The exercise was meant to be and ended up being fun.
All instructors search for education tools that increase reten-
tion and actively involve all students in the classroom. This ex-
ercise helped to achieve our goal ofincreasing student par-
ticipation and ultimate understanding of N cycle information.
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Question
Stmdard

Mean Range deviation

l. ls having a thorough undemtanding of
N-cycle dynamics importanv l.l9 l-2 0.40

2. Do you feel comfortable with N-cycle
dynamics having covered much ofthis
in class? 1.44 1-2 0.51

3. As has been taught in this class, will you be
able to ue this infomation on N-cycling
in the workplace? l.3l 1-2 0.48

4. Did the Nitrogen Cycle Ninja exercise
motivate you to better leam N-cyclinC
dynmics? 1.50 14 0.97

5. Does this kind ofexercise (Nitrogen Cycle
Ninja) merit considemtion in other classes? 1.56 14 0.89

6. [f you were a teacher, would you ever
consider doing something similu (Nitrcgen
Cycle Ninja) to improve commmication
and understanding ofa specific topic? l.l9 I 2 0.40

7. lf you did consider the Nitrogen Cycle Ninja to be ueful, please indicate why?

It was motivational md added good interaction between the students and the
instructor

It gave me an incentive to leam the material. The reward was trivial but it
encomged competition among students to get his^rer crd. This exercise
made learning the material fun and even graduate students who should leam
for the sake of leaming like to have fun

It allowed me to understand what path N takes when it is in the soil md
how N should be placed in the soil

It helped motivate us to leam. This exercise was unusul, and not the oom
for other classes

It was extra motivation to leam the N cycle and it made leming this mater-
ial fun and exciting

Even though students tre inherently lazy, most would prefer to know and
undestand the material. The Nitrogen Cycle Ninja exercise added some
motivation with a residul effect of personal pride

Nobody wanS to be the lrt person to get their card. lt forces the class to be
competitive

8. Ifyou did not consider the Nitrogen Cycle Ninja exercise to be useful, pleue
indicate why?

I m not motivated to leam this way!

It was not a motivational factor for me! !

Once all students achieved Nitrogen Cycle Ninja status,
a questionnaire was distributed that allowed students to
remain anonymous. The questionnaire addressed positive
and negative attributes associated with the exercise and will-
ingness of students to be involved in similar exercises as it
related to different subject matter.

RESULTS AI[D DISCUSSION

On the first quiz, only two students completed the N
cycle in a satisfaotory manner, clearly illustrating and docu-
menting all components listed in Fig. l. By the second pop-
quiz on the N cycle (given 14 d later), 16 of 17 students
were certified Nitrogen Cycle Ninjas. By the third pop-quiz
conceming the N cycle (given 4 wk after the first quiz on the
N cycle), all 17 students were judged to be true warriors and
f,reld-ready Nitrogen Cycle Ninjas.

Results from the anonymous postclass student survey are
reported in Table 2. In general most students were pleased
with the exercise. Although the overall means were between
I and? (all questions phrased in a manner to reflect whether
or not they were in favor or against this exercise, 1-5 scale,
l, definitively yes; 5, definitively no), results from questions
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